
➢ A voting schema is used to select one complexity
measure from each of two families:
neighborhood and overlapping.

➢ Subsets with N samples are created randomly
from the training set and their dispersions
concerning the selected measures are analyzed.

➢ The complexity measure presenting the greatest
dispersion in each iteration received one vote.

➢ The algorithm repeats the previous steps M
times.
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⮚ Problem: Diversity is essential in the process of pool generation. Training classifiers on different data subsets is usually the
strategy applied to create homogeneous pools. Challenge: Create data subsets to promote pool diversity and accuracy.

⮚ Objective: A classifier pool generation method guided by diversity estimated on the data complexity and classifier decisions.
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Second Step (Evolution - Pool Adaptation) Results - General Overview

⮚ 20   Replications
⮚ 196 Experiments
⮚ 69.4% Win
⮚ 9.6% Tie
⮚ 20.9% Loss

⮚ We proposed a new approach for
creating a pool of diverse
classifiers.

⮚ PGDCS uses diversity in both
complexity and decision spaces to
generate a homogeneous pool of
classifier.

⮚ As a result, we observed that our
proposal outperforms existing
approaches in 69.4% of the cases.

CONCLUSIONResults - Impact on dynamic selections (DS) and majority vote (ALL) FUTURE WORKS 

⮚ Future works will 
consider different 
strategies to select the 
best pool generation.

⮚ Compare PGDCS with 
another methods of pool 
generation.

PGDCS vs Bagging

Method
Win Tie Loss

Total 
experiments

Majority Vote 23 1 4 28

Dynamic Classifier Selection 57 9 18 84

Dynamic Ensemble Selection 56 9 19 84

Overall result 136 19 41 196

Result

➢ Generation of 
data subsets 
disperse in the 
complexity space. 
Each subset 
representing sub-
problems with 
different levels of 
difficulty. 

➢ In Figures A and B, the blue dots 
represent data subsets of a 
classification problem.

➢ Figure A presents the subsets’ 
dispersion in the first 
generation, where each ɸ is a 
complexity measures and DDV is 
the diversity in the complexity 
space.

➢ Figure B shows the subsets after 
executing PGDCS. We can see 
them better representing the 
whole complexity space.

An important impact on Dynamic Selection Methods


